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Introduction
Gauntlet is a new and exciting gaming client emerging soon to the 
gaming world. It will be one of the first platforms to reward gamers 
for playing their favorite games. This gaming / cryptocurrency 
based project aims to change the experience of gaming and put 
true passion back on the map for gamers everywhere! 

Gauntlet will provide unique products and services for gaming and 
cryptocurrency enthusiasts along with specific client functionalities 
and features to empower Gauntlet Users. The platform endeavors to 
be one of the first ever gaming/cryptocurrency platforms to launch 
a fully integrated suite of services all under one roof. 

Connect, Engage, Reward!



Gauntlet is a new gaming project developed by the 
tech newcomer, Silver Titan Limited. According to 
the company, it’s the gaming client everybody’s been 
waiting for! Players will be able to purchase games, 
accessories and other store items, access streaming 
services and participate in ESport events. In addition, 
users can integrate their existing desktop games to the 
client and plug into the client’s rewards system. Users 
can also donate GAU to their favorite friends or steamers 
or anybody that has the Gauntlet client downloaded.

Gamers can also enjoy unlimited audiences and even 
create their own ESport events amongst their friends 
or communities and interact with everybody in more 
ways than just text chat. Gauntlet has a learning portal 
where users can plug into courses and programmes that 
promote gaming and technology-based career paths. 

We at Gauntlet are not only interested in your playing 
skills and time spent on our client, we also want to help 
you thrive through learning, recognition awards and 
educational opportunities all planned in our Gauntlet 
Academy.

The Future is Bright at 
Gauntlet ESport!

What is Gauntlet?

Connect, Engage, Reward!

The Future is Bright 
at Gauntlet ESport!



The GAU-client
The dashboard

The Dashboard is what every user will see 
when they first open or load their client. It’s 
essentially a snapshot of the players financials 
with rich data filter options, progress charts, 
holdings, top players, games and more.

Library and store

The library will contain all the games that users purchase and will be 
listed in order of favorites and preferential play. Existing games that were 
integrated from your desktop will also be here. These games will be added 
to the rewards algorithm so you can earn rewards on them too. 

From bestsellers to new releases, pre-orders, high and low-cost games in 
different genres to gaming gift cards, subscriptions, software and much 
more, Gauntlet will offer access to thousands of products for users to 
choose from. Our GAU token, will be used within the Gauntlet ecosystem. 
More usability and details will be announced in successive client updates. 



Rewards

Gauntlet offers a unique rewards system that 
combines cryptocurrency, points and game related 
rewards. Users can gauge their progress from game 
type, earnings to date, play time and time left until 
their next reward. GAU rewards will be based upon 
game-time, activity progression, currency value and 
other parameters. 

The client has an integrated wallet into the rewards 
tab of the client so users can withdraw to their wallets 
if they wish or use their rewards to purchase other 
services and products within the client. All activity 
and game rewards will be linked to the market value 
of GAU, available tokens and activities achieved.   



Esports

Users can view ESport events diaries, watch their favourite 
events and even create their own ESport tournaments. 
Why not create your own event for fun with your own 
friends. 

If you are 100% serious about Esports, we will have a 
host of design options, parameters and elements users 
can use to drill down and create customized professional 
events, which can be shared on social media using our 
social sharing features which will be coming soon. These 
features will be rolled out in a series of progressive 
updates. 

Community building

Want to build a community? Start streaming and showcase 
your skills to an unlimited global audience, accept GAU 
donations and engage with your viewers via chat box with 
our streaming features. Those wishing to stream can also 
get rewards through donations, advertising their own 
products on their channels etc. 

Revenue sharing will also be available to streamers at 
some point in 2024 onwards. Don’t want to stream? No 
problem, choose from a host of streamers across the GAU 
and other gaming networks and select the one for you to 
watch and support. 

Create your own events and 
offer GAU as rewards!

Stream, Dream, and Team 
with GAU!



Donations

Users can both accept and donate GAU p2p. Simply just 
select the amount and put in the username of the recipient 
and proceed to click the donate button. It couldn’t get 
much easier than that. 

Future releases will have more additional  integration 
features into other client tabs to prevent tab hopping. We 
may in the future also look at other token types to include 
in later client versions.

Education

Our learning portal is a very exciting addition to our client 
offering. Users will be able to select from a range of 
courses delivered through our educational partners so 
that users can progress careerwise within the gaming 
industry. These courses will begin as stand-alone courses 
but we plan to make them progressive so that users can 
start at a very basic level and work their way up to more 
advanced content and eventually certification.



The Growth of Esports
Esports have experienced rapid growth 
in recent years, with more players, fans, 
and sponsors getting involved every 
day. In fact, some estimates suggest 
that the industry could be worth over 
$1 billion by 2025. 

This growth can be attributed to 
several factors, including increased 
investment, better infrastructure, and 
improved technology.  Additionally, the 
COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated 
the growth of Esports, as more people 
turn to online gaming and  streaming 
for entertainment.



Why Gauntlet is unique

Gauntlet values its members and will update its 
members weekly on developments, new releases or 
team news and will focus a large emphasis on user 
feedback to improve the quality and experience of 
the client going forward.

We value our users and their education so we are 
aiming to integrate a Gauntlet academy and other 
services to improve the impact gaming has on 
people’s lives. It’s not just about playing, it’s about 
learning and fulfillment! Gauntlet cares very much 
about  social responsibility to its users and plans 
to implement safe and efficient systems to ensure 
that play is fair, moderate, enjoyable and most 
importantly healthy.

Gauntlet is the first gaming platform that rewards 
gamers for their time, loyalty and activity.  The 
client caters for multiple services in one client, 
namely; gaming, streaming, ESports, game store, 
learning courses and community support features.

Gauntlet rewards are real cryptocurrency rewards. 
GAU will have a global value or value possibility 
where it can be traded, exchanged or donated and 
can be used to purchase items, upgrades and much 
more within the Gauntlet ecosystem. 

Gauntlet will reward gamers for game-time and 
not just rewards after completing a number of 
purchases or reaching specific levels, you actually 
get rewarded GAU to play! 

Earn GAU just by playing!

Gauntlet is forward thinking! 



Income Streams

Games including but not limited to - Bestsellers, latest 
releases, preorders, bargain sales, gaming gift cards, gift 
cards, subscriptions and software.

Gaming hardware including but not limited to - Gamepads 
& Controllers, Sony PlayStation 4 & 5, Console Accessories, 
Nintendo Switch, Microsoft Xbox One, Retro games and 
related consoles, headsets, microphones and all gaming 
peripherals.

Advertising Partnerships - Companies who wish to 
advertise on both our website and in-client promotional 
spaces.

Game Testing Partnerships - Gaming companies who are 
looking for places to test their games by seasoned gamers 
within a reliable and supportive gaming community. Both 
gamers and Gauntlet would be rewarded.



Monthly Silverback GAU subscriptions - the Silverback 
low-cost subscription can be paid from earned rewards or 
additional GAU purchases.

Future based subscriptions - such as a proposed Gauntlet 
Education programme and associated partnerships 
services.

Sales from GAU token - Users purchasing tokens to 
upgrade their rank to the Silverback monthly subscription 
or use to purchase items from the store or to donate to 
other players/streamers or to hold.

Streaming Revenue Share - Users can partner up with 
their favorite streamers and support them monthly using 
a revenue sharing model which Gauntlet will receive a 
percentage every month.



Tokenomics
Gauntlet (GAU) is built on the Binance Smart Chain, a powerful 
and efficient blockchain infrastructure that enables secure and 
fast transactions. The token contract ensures the integrity and 
functionality of Gauntlet within the ecosystem.

With a total supply of 10 million GAU tokens, Gauntlet offers a 
carefully managed distribution to support its long- term growth. 
The maximum supply of 100 million GAU tokens sets the boundaries 
for future token issuance, ensuring controlled inflation and value 
preservation. Gauntlet (GAU) tokens are divisible up to 9 decimal 
places, providing flexibility in transactions and facilitating precise 
value transfers. This high level of divisibility allows for micro-
transactions and ensures optimal scalability within the Gauntlet 
ecosystem. 

As a holder of GAU tokens, you become an integral part of the 
Gauntlet community, gaining access to various features and 
benefits. Whether you participate in liquidity pools (LPs), stake 
your tokens, engage in gaming activities, or explore business 
opportunities, Gauntlet offers diverse avenues for community 
members to contribute and be rewarded.

 

LPs  14.1%

Staking 10.6%

Gamers 21.2%

Business 11.8%

Partnerships 8.5%

Salaries 25.4%

Marketing 8.5%

Contract address :  
0xFf5d7f91382DCB2a75BB3ffA968E5044567ac4eb



Future vision
Gauntlet wishes to become one of the top 
gaming clients globally within 5-10 years. We 
believe this is achievable only through hard 
work, strategic development, partnerships 
and a large global marketing initiative. 

Our highly forward thinking and development 
plans have us very excited and we wish to 
expand into other gaming related avenues as 
well as improve upon and upgrade our existing 
client features and associated services 
through scheduled releases, community 
feedback and in-demand driven technologies.



Gauntlet Academy - Education has always played a 
large part in the Gauntlet Teams approach to problem 
solving and creativity so it’s no surprise that Gauntlet are 
interested in looking into how gaming can play a part in 
real-life problem solving through various real-time on 
demand-based learning curriculum and courses aimed at 
students from all levels and ages.

Cryptocurrency Ecosystem - As the blockchain eco-
system grows over the next few years, Gauntlet will be 
seeking out new partnerships and avenues to advance 
the utility of cryptocurrency in gaming and will look into 
potentially accepting other tokens/coins as well as create/ 
support other sustainable utility-based tokens within the 
gaming niche.

Gauntlet Client Upgrade - The Gauntlet client will release 
a series of upgrades as more client development features 
are enhanced and added to, over the duration of elemental 
design and implementation. This will result in users receiving 
a richer gaming experience and a much more efficient use 
of their favorite client features.

Gauntlet’s Forward-Thinking Initiatives

Here are some of the areas Gauntlet is already looking into:

Gauntlet Secure Data Network - User data is very important 
and we are looking into plugging our database into a 
decentralised database network. This will allows users 
to have more control over their data, acess it faster and 
ensure that their data is safe from intrusion or centralised 
leaks anywhere and at anytime. 



• 2023 Business Strategy Plan
• Business Manager Hire
• Client Prototype Review
• Market Research
• Competitor Analysis
• Mojo Mascot Redesign
• Social Media Platforms
• Cryptocurrency Partner sites
• Gauntlet Mission Statement
• 2023 Gauntlet Roadmap

• Solidify Development Team
• Web3 Game Development
• Gauntlet NFT Collection 

(Baseline)
• Top Player Reward Client 

Integration
• Gauntlet Academy Blueprint
• Hire Marketing Manager
• Graphic Design Department
• ESport Team Partnership Plan
• Investor Outreach
• Market Research

• New Website Release
• Updated Whitepaper Release
• Increase Team Size
• Updated Roadmap
• Rebranding
• Resume Weekly Updates
• Tokenomics 
• Marketing Plan 
• E-Sport Team Partnerships
• Client Rebuild

• Fully Functional Client 
Release

• Client Testing
• Client Launch 
• Hiring Additional 

Developers
• GAU Client Business Model 

Scaling
• ESport Tournament Event 

Scheduling
• Venture Firm Partnerships
• GAU Community Building
• Social Media Partnerships
• Next GAU Client Release 

Blueprint

Gauntlet Roadmap for 2023



All-in-one gaming client 
solution like no other!

Conclusion
Gauntlet combines the key areas of gaming, puts 
them into one platform, rewards users for using 
a new and exciting cryptocurrency and offers 
them educational opportunities to advance 
their careers in gaming. 

Players get rewarded to play and can, 
subsequently use their rewards to purchase 
games, upgrade their subscription, donate to 
their favourite streamers and more. The sky’s 
the limit! Gamers don’t just want great games, 
exciting experiences, ease of use and social 
interactions... they want to be rewarded for 
their time and energy also! 

As technology grows, the employment market 
will change and will point more towards online 
work placements and virtual hiring. Virtual 
jobs will become a new norm.Gaming and 
cryptocurrency are two industries that will thrive 
in the coming years so it won’t be surprising 
when huge employment opportunities start 
emerging from there. 

Rewards in cryptocurrency, in addition to 
more traditional type-based rewards such as; 
gift cards, free games, passes etc... provide 
far more safer and anonymous features to 
protect people’s identities and the whole 
operational ecosystem. Gauntlet wants to enter 
the marketplace initially to grow a very much 
dedicated community while it develops its 
flagship product and associated services.

 
 



Links

Monitoring Sites BCS Scan:

Token info:  https://bit.ly/3GrUZZY  
Poocoin:  https://bit.ly/3izBODa 
Exchange:  https://bit.ly/36DqJ1m 
 

Social Sites:

Website:  https://www.gauclient.com  
Twitter:  @gauntletesport  
Discord:  https://discord.gg/QheCzDr  
Telegram:  https://t.me/gauntletesports 
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/gauntletesport  
Medium:  https://medium.com/@gauntlet

https://bit.ly/3GrUZZY  
https://bit.ly/3izBODa 
https://bit.ly/36DqJ1m 
https://www.gauclient.com/
https://twitter.com/gauntletesport  
https://discord.gg/QheCzDr  
https://t.me/gauntletesports 
https://www.facebook.com/gauntletesport  
https://medium.com/@gauntlet 


Thank you for viewing our Whitepaper. If you have any questions 
about our client, roadmap or even if you are interested in supporting 
us, please contact us on our Discord channel or email us at:

info@gauclient.com or contact@gauclient.com 

Thank you!


